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. [54] FACING WALLS OF BUILDINGS [57] ABSTRACT 

[76] Inventor: Jack Kenneth Dixon, 23, Dunstan A panel wall in which each panel has a substantially 
Road, London,N.W. 11,England rectangular body provided with a ?ange extending 

. alon the to and down one side ed e of the bod , the 
[22] Filed; Mar' 15’ 1972 frontg face 0;; the ?ange, except fog-a portion oyf the 
[21] Appl. No.: 234,773 corner thereof, lying in a plane through the rear edge 

_ _ _ _ _ of the body of the panel and the corner portion being 
[30] Forelgn Apphcanon Pnonty Data set back rearwardly so that its front face lies in a plane 

March 16, 1971 Great Britain ................ .70 38/71 thtehgh the teat thee 0f the remainder of the ?ange 
Each panel comprises a shell moulded in glass ?ber 

[52] U-S- CL --------------------- “52/204, 52/392, 52/394, reinforced polyester and ?tted with an internal frame 
52/521, 52/592 of wood or alternatively ?lled with concrete. The 

[51] Int. Cl ........................... ..E04f 13/08, E04c 2/22 panels are arranged in a regular formation aligned 
[58] Field of Search ...................... ..52/204, 385-387, horizontally and vertically with the body of each panel 

52/390-392,394,506,5l8,52l,542, 529, overlapping the ?anges of adjacent panels. At the 
530, 536, 592 corner junction between four contiguous panels, the 

end of the ?ange on the lower right panel overlaps 
[56] References Cited part of the corner portion of the lower left panel, the 

end of the ?ange on the upper left panel overlaps 
UNITED STATES PATENTS‘ another part of the corner portion of the lower left 

443,323 12/1890 Kinnear ............................ ..52/394 x Panel’ and the h°dy of the upper right Pehel overlaps 
1,740,749 12/1929 Shuman , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .52/513 the ?anges 0" the lower right and upper left Ptmels in 

2,239,011 4/1941 Meslin .............................. ..52/592x eluding the ends thereof which Overlap Parts Of the 
2,649,172 8/1953 . Allen .................................... ..52/592 corner portion of the lower left panel. The panels are 
2,676,481 4/1954 Hoffman . .... ..52/396 secured together by bolts extending through the ?ange 
2,745,523 5/1956 Biggs ......................... ......... ..52/521 and overlapping body of each pair of adjacent panels. 

20 Claims, 7 Drawing Figures 
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FACING WALLS or BUILDINGS 

This invention relates to panel walls comprising 
structural cladding panels arranged in overlapping rela 
tionship and forming facing walls of a building. 
The object of the invention is to provide an improved 

construction of panel wall in which four contiguous 
panels overlap in a common corner junction. 
According to the present invention there is provided 

a panel wall in which, at a corner junction between four 
panels, the body of the ?rst panel has a ?ange project 
ing laterally outwards and consisting of two side por 
tions at the sides of the body and a corner portion in 
tegral with the side portions and extending around the 
corner of the body, the front face of the corner portion 
being set back rearwardly with respect to the front 
faces of the two side portions of the ?ange, the body of 
the second panel has a ?ange on one side thereof, 
which ?ange is set back rearwardly with respect to the 
body of the second panel at said corner junction, the 
other side of the body of the second panel at said 
corner junction overlapping one of said side portions of 
the ?rst panel ?ange and the second panel ?ange over 
lapping one part of the corner portion of the ?rst panel 
?ange, the body of the third panel has a ?ange on one 
side thereof, which ?ange is set back rearwardly with 
respect to the body of the third panel at said corner 
junction, the other side of the body of the third panel at 
said corner junction overlapping the other of said side 
portions of the ?rst panel ?ange and the third panel 
?angevoverlapping another part of the corner portion 
of the ?rst panel ?ange, and the two sides of the body 
of the fourth panel at said corner junction overlap the 
?anges on the second and third panels including the 
parts of said ?anges which overlap the corner portion 
of the ?rst panel ?ange. 
The panel wall of the invention has the advantage 

that only two ?anges are in overlapping relationship at 
the corner junction, namely the ?anges on the ?rst and 
second panels and the ?anges on the ?rst and third 
panels, and this feature facilitates manufacture of the 
panels and simpli?es weatherproof sealing between ad 
jacent panels. ‘Moreover wide clearance can be pro 
vided between the ?anges which overlap the corner 
portion of the ?rst panel while still providing complete 
cover at the corner junction, so that a wide tolerance 
can be permitted in the dimensions of the individual 
panels and in the spacing between adjacent panels. 
The front face-of the corner portion of the ?rst panel 

is preferably set back rearwardly with respect to the 
front faces of the side portions of the ?rst panel ?ange 
by a distance substantially equal to the thickness of the 
?anges on the second and third panels, whereby the 
front faces of the ?anges on the second and third panels 
lie in a common plane through the front faces of the 
two side portions of the ?rst panel ?ange. Such a panel 
wall presents a neat appearance. The panels can be 
provided with openings in which window frames can be 
mounted. 
Each panel in the panel wall may be made of any 

suitable material but can conveniently comprise a rigid 
shell moulded in glass ?ber reinforced polyester or 
plastics material and shaped to form a concave body 
and laterally extending ?anges integral with the rear 
edges of the body, the shell being reinforced to resist 
the wind load acting onthe building and also, if desired, 
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2 
to provide support for other components such as floors 
or roofs. The reinforcement may comprise inserts of 
wood or metal moulded into the body of the panel and 
an additional frame secured to the inserts. Alternative 
ly, the shell may be used as permanent shuttering for 
concrete or other mouldable material poured into the 
body of the shell. 
The panels are preferably secured together by screws 

which extend though the ?anges of each panel and 
clamp the ?anges to the overlapping bodies of the ad 
jacent panels. In a case in which the panels comprise 
shells ?lled with concrete, screw threaded sockets are 
preferably embedded in the concrete to receive screws 
extending through apertures in the ?anges of adjacent 
panels, the screws being mounted on pressure plates 
which overlap the ?anges. 
While the panel wall of the invention could be used 

as the only wall of a building, it is preferably provided 
with an internal lining, or used as cladding to an exter 
nal wall of a building. 
A panel wall formed of structural cladding panels ac 

cording to the invention will now be described, by way 
of example, with reference to the accompanying 
drawings in which: 

FIG. 1 is a front elevation view of part of the panel 

wall; 
FIG. 2 is a perspective view of one of the panels 

showing the front face thereof; 
FIG. 3 is another perspective view of the panel of 

FIG. 2 showing the rear thereof; 
FIG. 4 is a exploded view of the corner junction‘ 

between four adjacent panels of the wall; 
FIG. 5 is a sectional view taken along the line V——V 

in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 6 is a sectional view taken along the lines Vl 

—VI in FIG. 1, and 
FIG. 7a and b shows the top and bottom edge por 

tions of the panel wall. 7 

The panel wall 'is formed from an assembly of panels 
arranged in regular formation with the panelsaligned 
with one another both horizontally and vertically, the 
adjacent panelsbeing in overlapping relationship and 
clamped together. All the panels 10 in the center por 
tion of the wall are identical, but the panels 10' and 
10" at the top and bottom of the wall respectively 
differ slightly from the center panels 10 as hereinafter 
described. . 

Each panel 10 comprises a relatively thin outer shell 
formed of glass ?ber reinforced polyester shaped in a 
mould to form a rectangular concave body 11 having a 
?ange 12 on two adjacent sides thereof, and two 
wooden inserts l3, 14 mounted in the body 11 and ex 
tending along the other two adjacent sides thereof. The 
convex surface of the body 11 forms the front face of 
the panel. 
The concave body 11 consists of a base 15 and four 

side walls 16, 17, 18, 19, the ?ange 12 being integral 
with the rear edges of the side walls 16, 17. The side 
wall 18 is provided at its rear edge with an inwardly 
directed ?ange 20 (FIG. 6) which engages in a recess in 
the wooden insert 13, the rear face of the ?ange 20 
being aligned with the rear face of the insert 13. The 
side wall 19 is provided at its rear edge with an inwardly 
directed ?ange 21 (FIG. 5) which engages in a recess in 
the wooden insert 14, the rear face of the ?ange 21 
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being aligned with the rear face of the insert 14. The 
rear faces of the two ?anges 20, 21 and the wooden in 
serts 13, 14'lie in a common plane parallel to the base 
15 of the body 11. The front face of the ?ange 12, ex 
cept for a comer portion 25 thereof, lies in the afore 
mentioned common plane through the rear faces of the 
?anges 20, 21 and inserts 13, 14 and the front faces of 
the corner portion 25 is offset rearwardly from the 
front face of the remainder of the ?ange by a distance 
equal to the thickness of the ?ange 12. The corner por 
tion 25 has a stepped con?guration as shown in the 
drawings. The part of the ?ange 12 on side wall 16 ends 
in a terminal portion 27 which is space a short distance 
from the end of wall 16, the part of the ?ange 12 on 
side wall 17 ends in a stepped terminal portion 28 
which is spaced 2 short distance from the end of wall 
17, and the outer edge of the ?ange 12 between the 
comer portion 25 and the two terminal portions 27, 28 
is turned back to form rear ?anges 29, 30 as shown in 
FIG. 3. It will be noted that, since the two terminal por~ 
tions 27, 28 do not have rear ?anges and the corner 
portion 25 is offset rearwardly from the front face of 
the remainder of flange 12 by the thickness thereof, the 
front face of corner portion 25 and the rear faces of the 
terminal portions 27, 28 all lie in a common plane. The 
rear edges of ?anges 29, 30 and the rear face of corner 
portion 25 also lie in a common plane. 
The side walls 16, 17, 18 of the body 11 of the panel 

diverge outwardly and ‘rearwardly, but the side wall 19 
which is the bottom of the panel when mounted in posi 
tion, is shaped to form a channel 32 which serves as a 
drip for any water ?owing down the front face of the 
panel. The wooden inserts 13, 14 abut against the rear 
face of the base 15 and are secured to the associated 
side walls 118, 19 respectively by an adhesive composi 
tion 33. The rear face of the wooden insert 13 is formed 
throughout its length with a longitudinal groove 34 for 
a purpose hereinafter described. 
The shell of the panel is reinforced by‘ a frame con 

sisting of wooden battens 40, 41 secured to the inserts 
13, 14 respectively,'wooden battens 42, 43 extending 
along the side wall 16 and associated flange 12, and a 
wooden batten 44 extending along the ?ange 12 on side 
wall 17. Spacer strips 45 having a thickness equal to the 
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depth of flanges 29, 30 are‘ positioned between the bat- ' 
tens 43, 44 and the ?ange 12. The battens 40, 41, 42, 
43, 44, have been omitted from FIGS. 2, 3 and 4 to il 
lustrate more clearly other features of the panel. 
The panels 10 are arranged with the ?ange 20 and in 

sert 13 on each panel overlapping the ?ange 12 on side 
wall 16 of the adjacent leftpanel as shown in FIG. 6 
and the ?ange 21 and insert 14 on each panel over 
lapping the ?ange 12 on side wall 17 of the adjacent 
lower panel as shown in FIG. 5, with a wide gap being 
provided between the side walls 16, 18 and 17, 19 on 
adjacent panels. At the corner junction between each 
group of four contiguous panels 10 the stepped ter 
minal portion 28 on the lower right panel overlaps the 
lower part of the corner portion 25 of the lower left 
panel, and the terminal portion 27 on the upper left 
panel overlaps the upper part of corner portion 25 on 
the lower left panel. The corner of the upper right 
panel overlaps the terminal portions 27, 28 on the 
upper left and lower right panels. As shown in the 
drawings, the tenninal portion 28 is spaced with wide 
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clearance from the inner edge of the corner portion 25 
and has a step 38 which is aligned with a step 39 on the 
inner edge of the comer portion 25. 
The panels are secured together by screws 48 which 

extend through the batten 43 and the ?ange 12 on side 
wall 16 and are screwed into insert 13, and by screws 
49 which extend through the batten 44 and the ?ange 
12 on side wall 17 and are screwed into insert 14. The 
groove 34 on the rear face of insert 13 is ?lled with a 
sealing compound prior to assembly of the panels, the 
plastic composition providing a waterproof seal along 
the vertical junction line between adjacent panels. 
Each of the panels 10' at the top of the panel wall is 

similar in construction to the center panels 10 except 
that the corner portion 25’ is rectangular as shown in 
FIG. 7a and the terminal portion 28’ of ?ange 12 which 
overlaps the corner portion 25 ’ of the adjacent panel is 
also rectangular to conform therewith. 
Each of the panels 10" at the bottom of the panel 

wall is similar in construction to the center panels 10 
except that the terminal portion 27” extends to the 
lower end of the side wall 16 as shown in FIG. 7b so 
that its lower edge is in line with the lower edge of the 
wall and presents a neat appearance. 
The panel wall may be used to form a facing wall on a 

building frame, in which case the panel wall need only 
transmit the wind loads to the frame and support the 
weight of any windows or doors. The panel wall can 
however be used without a separate frame, the panels 
then supporting the weight of the roof and floors and 
resisting the wind loads. 

In the panel wall described above, the panels vall 
overlap so that there is no opening through the panel 
wall, and rain water ?owing down the front of the wall 
will cascade over the overlapping panels and not 
penetrate the wall. Moreover, the dimensions of each 
panel can vary within comparatively wide limits 
without impairing the weathersealing of the panel‘wall. 
In addition, since the front face of the ?ange 12 on 
each panel lies in a common plane through the rear 
faces of the v?anges 20, 21, and the front face of the 
corner portion 25 on each panel is offset rearwardly a 
distance approximately equal to the thickness of ?ange 
12, the front faces of ?anges 12 on all the panels lie in 
the same plane so that the panel wall presents a neat 
appearance. 

I claim: 
1. A panel wall forming the facing wall of a building 

and comprising structural cladding panels arranged in a 
formation in which the adjacent corners of four con 
tiguous panels overlap in a common corner junction, 
characterized in that, at said corner junction, the body 
of the ?rst panel has a ?ange projecting laterally out 
wards and consisting of two side portions at the ‘sides ‘of 
the body and a corner ‘portion integral with the side 
portions and extending around the corner of the body, 
the front face of the corner portion being set back rear 
wardly with respect to the front faces of the two side I 
portions of the ?ange, the body of the second panel has 
a ?ange on one side thereof, which ?ange‘is set back 
rearwardly with respect to the body of the second panel 
at said corner junction, the other side of the body of the 
second panel at said corner junction overlapping one of 
said side portions of the first panel ?ange and the 
second panel ?ange overlapping one part of the corner 
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portion of the ?rst panel ?ange, the body of the third 
panel has a ?ange on one side thereof, which ?ange is 
set back rearwardly with respect to the body of the 
third panel at said corner junction, the other side of the 
body of the third panel at said corner junction over 
lapping the other of said side portions of the ?rst panel 
?ange and the third panel ?ange overlapping another 
part of the corner portion of the ?rst panel ?ange, and 
the two sides of the body of the fourth panel at said 
corner junction overlap the ?anges on the second and 
third panels including the parts of said ?anges which 
overlap the corner portion of the ?rst panel ?ange. 

2. A panel wall as claimed in claim 1, wherein the 
front face of said corner portion is set back rearwardly 
with respect to the front faces of the side portions of 
the ?rst panel ?ange by a distance substantially equal 
to the thickness of the ?anges on the ‘second and third 
panels, whereby the front faces of the ?anges on the 
second and third panels lie in a common plane through 
the front faces of the two side portions of the ?rst panel 
?ange. 

3. A panel wall as claimed in claim 1 wherein each of 
said ?anges is clamped to the overlapping body of the 
adjacent panel. 

4. A panel wall as claimed in claim 1, wherein the in 
ternal' edge of the comer portion of the ?rst panel 
?ange is formed with a step and is spaced from the 
body of the ?rst panel, the end of the ?ange on the 
second panel is spaced from the comer of the body 
thereof and has a step on the outer edge thereof aligned 
substantially with the step on the internal edge of said 
corner portion, and the end of the ?ange on the third 
panel is spaced from the corner of the body thereof and 
projects between the two steps on the corner portion of 
the ?rst panel flange and the end portion of the second 
panel ?ange. 

5. A panel wall as claimed in claim 1, wherein each 
panel comprises a shell of synthetic plastics'material 
shaped to form a concave body and laterally extending 
?anges integral with the rear edges of the body, and 
reinforcement means mounted inside said body. 

6. A panel wall as claimed in claim 5, wherein the 
shell is formed by moulding glass ?ber reinforced 
polyester. , 

7. A panel wall as claimed in claim 6, wherein said 
reinforcement means comprises wooden inserts em 
bedded in the body of the panel. 

8. A panel wall as claimed in claim 6, wherein the 
concave body is ?lled with a mouldable material which 
hardens to form a solid core constituting said reinforce 
ment means. 

9. A panel wall as claimed in claim 8, wherein the 
mouldable material is concrete. 

10. A panel wall as claimed in claim 5, wherein the 
rear end of the side wall of the body on each panel 
which overlaps a ?ange on an adjacent panel is turned 
inwards and engages in a recess in the reinforcement 
means of the panel. 

11. A panel wall as claimed in claim 5, wherein the 
reinforcement means in each panel support screw 
threaded means which extend through the underlying 
?anges of ‘adjacent panels and clamp the underlying 
?anges to the body of the fist mentioned panel. 

12. A panel wall as claimed in claim 1, wherein the 
first and second panels are arranged side by side and 
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6 
the third and fourth panels are arranged side by side 
directly above the ?rst and second panels respectively. 

13. A panel wall as claimed in claim 12, wherein a 
sealing strip is provided between the body of the 
second panel and the side portion of the ?rst panel 
?ange which is overlapped by said body. 

14. A panel wall as claimed in claim 1, wherein the 
two side portions of the first panel ?ange for said 
comer junction form the ?anges for the second and 
third panels at adjacent comer junctions. 

15. A panel wall as claimed in claim 1, wherein at 
least some of said panels are ?tted with windows. 

1.6. A panel wall as claimed in claim 1, wherein the 
top panels at the top of the wall each comprises a body 
having a ?ange projecting laterally outwards and ex 
tending substantially along the full length of the top of 
the body and down one side thereof, a corner portion 
of said ?ange having the front face thereof set back 
from the front face of the remainder of the ?ange by a 
distance substantially equal to the thickness of the 
flange, and an adjacent panel has the body thereof 
overlapping the ?ange on said one side of the body of 
the ?rst mentioned top panel and the adjacent end of 
the ?ange thereof overlapping said corner portion of 
the ?ange of the ?rst mentioned top panel. 

17. A panel wall as claimed in claim 1, wherein the 
bottom panels at the bottom of the wall each comprise 
a body having a flange projecting laterally outwards 
and extending along a side of the body and terminating 
at the bottom thereof, and an adjacent panel has the 
body thereof overlapping the ?ange on said side of the 
body of the ?rst mentioned bottom panel. 

18. A structural cladding panel comprising a substan 
tially rectangular body having a ?ange projecting 
laterally outwards from the rear edges of two adjacent 
sides of the body, said ?ange having two side portions 
terminating close to the ends of said sides of the body 
which are remote from the corner of the body enclosed 
between said sides, and said ?ange also having a corner 
portion extending around said corner of the body, the 
front face of the corner portion being set back rear 
wardly with respect to the front faces of the two side 
portions of the ?ange by a distance substantially equal 
to the thickness of said side portions, and said corner 
portion being of a size such that a group of four such 
panels may be mounted with corners thereof in over 
lapping relationship at a corner junction with the 
second panel having the body thereof overlapping one 
side portion of the ?rst panel ?ange and an end of one 
side portion of the second panel ?ange overlapping 
part of the corner portion of the ?ange on the ?rst 
panel, the third panel having the body thereof over 
lapping the other of said side portions of the ?rst panel. 
flange and an end of one of the side portions of the 
third panel ?ange overlapping another part of the 
corner portion of the ?rst panel ?ange, and the, two 
sides of the body of the fourth panel overlapping side 
portions of the ?anges on each of the second and third 
panels including the parts thereof overlapping the 
corner portion of the ?rst panel, with the front faces of 
the ?anges on the second and third panels lying in a 
common plane through the front faces‘of the two side 
portions of the ?rst panel ?ange. 

19. A structural panel as claimed in claim 18 wherein 
the body and ?ange comprise a shell of glass ?ber rein 
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forced polyester shaped in a mould, and reinforcement 
means are provided in the body. 

20. A structural panel as claimed in claim 18, 
wherein the outer edges of said side portions of the 
flange are turned over rearwardly and terminate at the 5 
plane passing through the rear face of the corner por 
tion of the ?ange. 

* * * * * 
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